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Abstract

With continued development of related technologies, Web 2.0 has become an important site of learning innovation. In particular, social networking sites such as Facebook, which have become popular, have the potential to function as an educational tool enabling peer feedback, interaction, and learning in a social context. Preparing appropriate environments for learners with different needs is essential to learning in general and online learning in particular. Yet, in order to create such learning environments, educators must understand differences in students’ learning styles. Although some research focuses on the effects of individual differences such as age and gender on the use of social networking sites, experimental research related to students’ learning styles is still limited. This study used Kolb’s Learning Style Model to investigate differences in student learning outcomes and satisfaction using mobile Facebook for learning, according to learning style. Results showed that participants with “Assimilating” and “Diverging” learning styles performed better than those with “Accomodating” and “Converging” learning styles did and had higher self-efficacy, observational modelling and habit strength toward learning in mobile Facebook. The paper also makes suggestions for integrating mobile Facebook into class and recommendations for future research.
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Introduction

Online social networking is widespread in today’s society. In educational contexts, social networking sites have been used to establish relationships with peers, provide social support, create information, and maintain contact (Yu et al., 2010). Hwang et al. (2004) demonstrated that college students’ social networking with professors and peers boosts their knowledge acquisition and improves their academic performance. Mobile Facebook has been investigated to be a better learning environment in higher education than other commonly used learning management systems in facilitating interaction, communication, collaboration, and learning motivation (Chen, 2014). Mobile Facebook provides a learning environment more suitable than other learning management systems that educators are already familiar with especially in facilitating opportunities for interaction, dissemination learner-created content, student engagement, and immediateness (Gabarre et al., 2013). However, research has shown that online social networking does not benefit all aspects of learning (Friesen & Lowe, 2012). Social interaction is limited when learning in social networking sites unless required, students need support to navigate learning contents, and need personal strategies to manage online presence and participation (Veletsianos & Navarrete, 2012). Learning style discusses learners’ personal differences in preferences to receive and process information during instruction (Aragon, Johnson, & Shaik, 2002). It influences students’ motivation and technology use (Özgen & Bindak, 2012). Individual learning styles should be considered by teachers and other education practitioners when designing and implementing classroom activities utilizing social networking sites. Preparing a learning environment that reflects students’ needs is essential in improving their academic performance (García et al., 2008).

Kolb’s Learning Style Model is based on the insights of his Experiential Learning Theory (Kolb, 1984). Kolb (p. 41) defines learning as “the process whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Knowledge results from the combination of grasping and transforming experience.” Each individual has his or her own preferred way of organizing and retaining information (Chou & Wang, 2000; Griggs, 1991; Hsu, 1999; Leutner & Plass, 1998), and the educational environment should be prepared according to participants’ learning preferences. Creating an appropriate environment is possible only when instructional designers and instructors understand how to do so and take effective measures to shape the environment as needed (Kaya et al., 2009).

Mobile Facebook, a commonly used online social networking site, was utilized as a learning management system in the present study to investigate the relationship between online social networking and learning styles. Participants’ attitudes toward mobile Facebook based on social cognitive theory are also discussed.
Theoretical Foundation

Web 2.0 (see O'Reilly, 2005) is considered to constitute a cooperative learning environment. The term was popularized by Dale Dougherty of O'Reilly Media and Craig Cline from MediaLive when it was used in the name for the first Web 2.0 Conference in San Francisco 2004. As one aspect of Web 2.0, online social networking sites have become a popular part of daily life. People have become inclined to develop social relationships with friends, classmates, colleagues, and family members by using social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr. Online social networking is now deeply embedded in young people’s lifestyles, as evidenced by the fact that university students are the majority of social networking site users (Madge et al., 2009; Subrahmanyam et al., 2008). From an educational point of view, social networking sites are quite suitable for integration into the university setting because the learning environment of the university itself is a social system in which students interact with others in an academic context (Hwang et al., 2004). Online social networking fosters self-initiated learning by allowing students to develop personal links amongst themselves. For instance, online social networking sites enable interaction, collaboration, resource sharing, active participation, and critical thinking in educational activities (Ajjan & Hartshorne, 2008; Irwin et al., 2011; Mason, 2006; Sánchez et al., 2014). Moreover, research shows that undergraduates with a certain level of self-regulation improve their academic performance by interacting with their peers in web-based learning activities (Wang & Wu, 2008). Online educational activities delivered through social networking services can also be a good idea because this approach takes advantage of the fact that most students already spend a lot of time on such websites.

Most prior studies in this area have investigated personal online social networks as they relate to better academic and job performance, and other elements commonly recognized as aspects of professional and life success (Podolny & Baron, 1997; Seibert et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2010). Moreover, with the rapid growth of mobile learning, researchers have shifted their attention to combining mobile learning with social networking sites in the education context (Pimmer et al., 2012; Rambe, 2013). Mobile Facebook could be a convenient way for students to exchange learning resources and learn ubiquitously (Gabarre et al., 2013; Pimmer et al., 2012). However, little attention has been paid to how educators can provide an adaptive mobile learning environment utilizing social networking sites that takes learning styles into consideration (García-Martín & García-Sánchez, 2013; Lin et al., 2013). Moreover, some students regarded Facebook as a platform only for socialization (Madge et al., 2009), and would rather learn in a face-to-face course (Baran, 2010), and some scholars cautioned against its use for educational purpose (Selwyn, 2009). In this sense, educators should plan more carefully when utilizing Facebook to meet individual needs in the education domain.

In this study, mobile Facebook was nevertheless selected as the social networking site to be investigated because even though it is the most popular such site, with 1.32 billion monthly active users and 1.07 billion monthly active users using Facebook mobile products (Facebook, 2014), relevant experimental research determining the educational value remains limited (Manca &
Ranieri, 2013). The penetration rate of Facebook in Taiwan, at 65%, is the highest in the world, with 15 million active users per month in the last quarter in 2013 (The China Post, 2014). Facebook is described as “giving people the power to share and make the world more open and connected” (Facebook, 2014). Research shows that Facebook has sharply increased its influence on university students in recent years (Duncan & Barczyk, 2013; Teo, 2014).

Preparing appropriate environments for learners with different needs is essential if they are to navigate the academic process successfully. However, the creation of such learning environments is not possible without first understanding differences in students’ learning styles (Popescu, 2010; Wang et al., 2006). Researchers hold different perceptions of learning styles; among them, one of the most commonly used models is that proposed by Kolb (1984). Kolb created a “Learning Style Model” to explain the concept of learning styles, recognizing four learning stages, as shown in Figure 1. These stages are as follows: Concrete Experience (CE), Reflective Observation (RO), Abstract Conceptualization (AC) and Active Experimentation (AE). The stages are associated with four different learning styles. For example, a student with the converging learning style favors the learning stages of abstract conceptualization and active experimentation.

![Figure 1. Four learning stages and learning styles (revised from Kolb 1999, p. 4).](image)

1. **Converging Learning Style**: People with this learning style learn best with abstract conceptualization and active experimentation. They excel in decision-making, problem-solving, logically analyzing ideas, and systematic planning. When faced with a specific problem, they use hypothetico-deductive reasoning (e.g., Smith & Kolb, 1996). They prefer creating new ideas and simulations to other problem-solving approaches (Kolb & Kolb, 2005).
2. **Diverging Learning Style:** People with this learning style make use of concrete experience and reflective observation. They are characterized by their thinking ability, and they often emphasize values and concepts. They tend to synthesize various observations to generate new ideas (Hsu, 1999). They take their thoughts and feelings into consideration when forming their ideas.

3. **Assimilating Learning Style:** People with this learning style favor abstract conceptualization and reflective observation. They are good at creating conceptual models. They focus on abstract concepts and observing before taking action in learning. In place of actions, these learners prefer reading and exploring analytical models (Kolb & Kolb, 2005).

4. **Accommodating Learning Style:** People with this learning style learn by doing and feeling. They like making and carrying out plans and designing new experiments (Kolb & Kolb, 2005). They adapt easily to new environments and they are open-minded when learning new things.

Different learning environments influenced students with different learning styles. Wang, Wang, Wang, and Huang (2006) developed a BioCAL web-based system in a nature science and life technology course. The system provided multimedia and animations for junior high school students to perceive information. Students with Diverging learning style performed best. Sun, Lin, and Yu (2008) tried to explore the learning effect in a web-based virtual science laboratory for fifth graders. The Accommodating students made the most significant achievement because they benefited from the concrete experience gained from the virtual lab environment. Özgen and Bindak (2012) examined opinions among high school students and concluded that diverging and accommodating students, who benefited most from concrete experiences, had more positive attitude towards using computers in mathematics education. Çakıroğlu (2014) developed an online computer program for sophomore students. The Diverging students demonstrated higher average scores from watching computer programming examples and learned from observation.

Social cognitive theory is usually used to investigate users’ behaviour in social networking sites (Khang, Han, & Ki, 2014; Lee, Kim, & Kim, 2012; Lee & Ma, 2012; Mbati, 2013). The theory provides a theoretical framework to describe and predict human behaviours (Bandura, 1986) as well as trying to investigate the relationships among personal, behavioural, and environmental influences (Bandura, 1986, 1997). According to the social cognitive theory, habit strength and self-efficacy are factors that affect individual behaviour (Khang et al., 2014). Habit strength represents an individual’s pattern of behaviour (LaRose & Eastin, 2004) and it is believed to influence his/her current behaviour. Therefore it is expected to be a vital factor that leads to social media use. Self-efficacy has been identified as one of the determinants of individual motivation and behaviour (Bandura, 1989, 1995; Wang & Wu, 2008; Zimmerman, 2000). Self-efficacy is defined as the belief “in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required to produce given attainments” (Bandura, 1997, pp. 3). It refers to one’s confidence in his/her
abilities to succeed in certain activities to achieve one’s goals (Bandura, 1997) and it has been a significant predictor of students’ achievement (Bandura, 1997; LaRose, Mastro, & Eastin, 2001). Research papers also show that self-efficacy has positively influenced achievement in online courses (Pan et al., 2005; Wang & Wu, 2008). According to Bandura (1986), observational modelling is at the heart of the diffusion process. Unlike blind mimicry or imitation, modelling is a more complex process through observing behaviours, interpreting the behaviours and extract key elements, and then adjusting their own behaviours (Stefanone, Lackaff, & Rosen, 2010). Modelling could occur through nonverbal communication and verbally exchange information with others. Through modelling, learners could skip the trial and error process and learn from their observed models (Baronowski, Perry, & Parcel, 1997). Yi and Davis (2003) further explained that observational modelling contributes to better performance in training.

In view of the previous literature on the benefits of using online social networking sites in the educational context, this study implemented activities using mobile Facebook in a university class setting in Taiwan to 1) examine whether mobile Facebook would be beneficial to groups of students with different identified learning styles in online learning, 2) document students’ attitudes towards using mobile Facebook for educational purposes based on the social cognitive theory, and 3) investigate students’ experiences using mobile Facebook in online learning.

Methodology

Participants and Procedure

A quasi-experimental research model was used in this study. The research was conducted in an Electronic Commerce class in a university in Taiwan; 134 students participated. The average age of the participants was 21.66; of these, 57, or 51.43%, were male and 54, or 48.57% were female. The participants signed the informed consent forms. The institution where the study was conducted did not require such approval and the consent forms were the initiative of the author. All students were required to read course materials and participate in discussion activities on a weekly basis as part of the course curriculum. Besides uploading their own posts, students were asked to reply to at least one of their peers’ posts. At least 230 posts were produced in each discussion. The entire treatment lasted for nine weeks. The students were invited to use their mobile devices to participate in the Facebook group developed for the class. To ensure that every student had access to the mobile technology to use the Facebook app, an ASUS 7" tablet PC was made available for campus and home use during the treatment if the student didn’t have any mobile device of his or her own. The instructor uploaded course materials in videos, graphs, and documents. The content included abstract concepts and practical cases. The class activities included weekly discussions and problem solving assignments such as marketing students’ graduation projects using social networking sites. The discussion questions via Facebook “Events” were set up, with around 22 to 24 students in a group, each week. That is, six Facebook events
with same discussion questions were created to make discussions more manageable. Since screen size is one impediment to the use of mobile Facebook (Gabarre et al., 2013), all uploaded materials were modified to be mobile friendly, for instance by using bullet points and reorganizing text into small chunks. The quantitative data collected consisted of pre- and posttest scores and responses from a “Facebook Use Questionnaire” after the treatment, while the qualitative data were collected from interviews after the treatment. The participants were also asked to take a “Learning Style Questionnaire” as part of the pretest.

**Quantitative Tools**

The participants were required to take a pretest before the treatment and a comprehensive quiz after the treatment to help investigate whether there is any significant difference in learning outcomes among different learning styles. Each of the pretest and the comprehensive quiz included 14 questions examining students’ knowledge, application, and analysis abilities that were highly related to the course content. The quiz was developed by the instructor and reviewed by two content experts.

The Learning Style (LS) Questionnaire was conducted at the beginning of the study to explore participants’ learning styles. This questionnaire was adapted from Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory (Kolb 1999; Smith & Kolb 1996), and includes 12 questions each consisting of four descriptions. From the questionnaire, Concrete Experience (CE), Reflective Observation (RO), Abstract Conceptualization (AC), and Active Experimentation (AE) scores for each participant were determined. After subtracting each student’s RO score from his or her AE score and subtracting his or her CE score from his or her AC score, each participant’s learning style was classified as Accommodating, Assimilating, Converging, or Diverging.

The Facebook Use Questionnaire investigating students’ attitudes based on social cognitive theory towards using Facebook in the class was administered at the end of the study. The questionnaire included 13 questions on a five-point Likert-type scale, running from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly Agree”). The questions included (a) three questions about students’ self-efficacy of learning achievement using mobile Facebook, such as: “I believe I could succeed in this mobile Facebook integrated class,” (b) six questions regarding students’ attitude towards observational modelling, such as: “I learned from others’ work in the Walls,” and (c) four questions related to students’ habit strength of using Facebook in the course, such as: “learning in the mobile Facebook is part of my usual routine.”

To determine the validity of the questionnaire, principal component analysis was performed on the 13 questions. Three factors were yielded by means of the factor analysis. Factor one included questions 1, 2, and 9, and was named “students’ self-efficacy of learning achievement through Facebook.” Factor two included questions 3–8 and was named “students’ attitude towards observational modelling.” Factor three consisted of questions 10-13 and was called “students’ habit strength of using Facebook in the course.” The total variance accounted for by the three factors was 75.98%. Respondent ratings for factors one to three obtained from the questionnaire
were judged to be fairly reliable, with internal consistency reliability coefficients of 0.851, 0.922, and 0.938 respectively.

**Qualitative Tools**

Interviews were conducted at the end of the study to assess students’ feelings regarding their experience of using Facebook in the class and garner any recommendations. The interviews were conducted face-to-face on campus after the end of the nine-week treatment. Six students in each learning-style group—Accommodating, Assimilating, Converging, and Diverging—were randomly chosen. Each interviewee signed a consent form prepared by the researcher prior to the interview. The interviews were video-recorded and transcribed; each student was coded using an abbreviated code and a number: for instance, “Con 1” stands for the first student selected from the Converging group (and so on for the other groups).

**Results**

**Learning Style and Learning Performance**

To answer Research Question 1, “Is there a significant difference in test scores among students with different learning styles (Diverging, Assimilating, Converging, and Accommodating)?” an analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on the pre-test and then an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was employed. After analyzing the pre-test scores using ANOVA, the results showed that there was no significant difference among different learning style groups ($F=14.98, p=.82$). In assessing the homogeneity of regression, it was found that the F-test result for the product terms for each learning style and the pretest scores did not violate the regression’s assumption of homogeneity ($F=.13, p=.72$). Therefore an interaction effect did not exist and we can safely assess the effects of learning style on achievement, controlling for the pretest score. The results of the F-test support the existence of an effect of learning styles on participants’ learning scores ($F=14.98, p<0.05$). A post hoc analysis (least significant difference method) was performed for further comparison. The results showed that the mean scores of the Assimilating group ($M=83.76, s=4.07$) and the Diverging group ($M=81.87, s=5.35$) were significantly higher than the mean scores for the Converging group ($M=69.92, s=5.01$) and the Accomodating group ($M=66.83, s=6.89$). The results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1

Results of Academic Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Pre-test Mean/S. D.</th>
<th>Post-test Mean/S. D.</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accomodating</td>
<td>41.47/5.65</td>
<td>66.83/6.89</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilating</td>
<td>42.50/7.32</td>
<td>83.76/4.07</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>39.42/6.13</td>
<td>69.92/5.01</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverging</td>
<td>40.82/4.73</td>
<td>81.87/5.35</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>41.11/8.52</td>
<td>75.80/9.07</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attitudes Toward Learning in the Facebook Environment

ANOVA was used to answer Research Question 2. “Is there a significant difference in attitudes towards learning in the mobile Facebook environment among students with different learning styles (Diverging, Assimilating, Converging, and Accommodating)?” The Facebook Use Questionnaire regarding students’ attitudes towards learning after integration of mobile Facebook into the class was administered to the students at the end of the nine weeks of the treatment in order to answer this research question. As mentioned above, this questionnaire included three dimensions: (a) students’ self-efficacy toward learning in mobile Facebook; (b) observational modelling through mobile Facebook; and (c) habit strength in using mobile Facebook.

Students’ self-efficacy toward learning in mobile Facebook.

A composite score from questions 1, 2, and 9 was used to determine students’ self-efficacy of learning in mobile Facebook. Composite scores could range between 3 and 15. There was a statistically significant difference in students’ self-efficacy toward learning in Facebook among students with different learning styles (Diverging, Assimilating, Converging, and Accommodating) ($F_{3,130}=108.54, p<0.01$). After further analysis using Scheffé’s post hoc test, the students in the Assimilating group ($M=13.56, s=1.30$) and the Diverging group ($M=13.03, s=1.69$) scored significantly more highly than those in the Accommodating group ($M=8.88, s=1.34$) and the Converging group ($M=9.07, s=1.21$). These results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2

Students’ Self-Efficacy toward Learning in Mobile Facebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Style</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accommodating</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilating</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverging</td>
<td>13.03</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11.20</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observational modelling through mobile Facebook.

A composite score from questions 3-8 was used to determine the level of observational modelling through Facebook. Composite scores could thus range between 6 and 30. There was a statistically significant difference in students’ level of observational modelling through Facebook among different learning styles (Diverging, Assimilating, Converging, and Accommodating) ($F_{3,130}=56.96, p<0.05$). Results of Scheffé’s post hoc test showed that students in the Assimilating group ($M=26.11, s=2.50$) and the Diverging group ($M=25.42, s=3.31$) scored significantly more highly than those in the Converging ($M=19.29, s=3.13$) and the Accomodating group ($M=17.65, s=4.09$). These results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3

Observational Modelling through Mobile Facebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Style</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accommodating</td>
<td>17.65</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilating</td>
<td>26.11</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>19.29</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverging</td>
<td>25.42</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>22.22</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Habit strength of learning in mobile Facebook.

A composite score from questions 10-13 was used to determine the level of habit strength in learning through mobile Facebook. Composite scores could range between 4 and 20. There was a statistically significant difference across learning styles ($F_{3,130}=16.74, p<0.01$). The mean scores of the Assimilating group ($M=17.25, s=1.89$) and the Diverging group ($M=16.73, s=2.08$) were
higher than those of the Converging ($M=12.29$, $s=3.20$) and the Accommodator ($M=10.35$, $s=2.83$) group. The results are shown below in Table 4.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Style</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accommodating</td>
<td>10.35</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assimilating</td>
<td>17.25</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converging</td>
<td>12.29</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverging</td>
<td>16.73</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14.22</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Users’ Experience and Attitudes Toward Mobile Facebook**

In order to answer Research Question 3, “What are students’ experiences of and attitudes toward integrating mobile Facebook in their learning?,” qualitative data were collected via interviews administered to selected students at the end of the nine weeks of study. A total of 24 students—six from each learning-style group—participated in the face-to-face interviews, conducted on campus. The common themes from students’ comments during the interviews are discussed below by learning style.

**Easy interface and convenience in mobile Facebook.**

Students across all learning styles generally expressed the opinion that mobile Facebook provided an environment in which it was simple for them to upload and edit their ideas. One student (Ass 5) mentioned that “mobile Facebook was very convenient, since I have used Facebook quite often before this class. Using mobile Facebook is part of my life. I don’t need to remember another username and password or another URL.” Students felt that mobile Facebook was a convenient tool, in that every participant’s posts are viewable immediately. Another student (Div 23) stated that “the most interesting thing about mobile Facebook was that all my classmates’ ideas can be seen immediately. Facebook sent out messages to remind me if there was any change in our discussions.” Students also felt that mobile Facebook was a simple environment. In this regard, one student (Con 14) mentioned that “mobile Facebook was easy to use and the layout was clear. Finding resources such as bulletin board, class videos, and discussion page was not difficult for me.”

**Accommodating group: Sharing practical experiences.**

Most students in the Accommodating group felt that the process of practical practices helped them to learn most and that mobile Facebook provided them with an efficient tool to share their
experiences as well as to exchange thoughts with others. One student (Acc 3) said, “I learned most from practicing how to e-market my graduation projects and the process helped me to learn what was taught in the class. Moreover, I was very willing to share my experiences and discuss with others on mobile Facebook.”

**Assimilating: Reflecting and organizing ideas.**

Most students in the Assimilating group said mobile Facebook provided an environment for them to come to understand other students’ ideas and helped them to reflect and organize ideas before they posted. One student (Ass 6) said that “reading others’ messages helped me understand others’ ideas more thoroughly. I could have more time to think and post when I was ready.” Participants in this group needed model messages to keep them on the right track. Another student (Ass 23) remarked, “I always read others’ messages before I post. Others’ messages helped me to understand the topics and requirements. A model message is even better because others’ work may not be completely correct.”

**Converging: Learned from problem solving and willingness to express ideas.**

Most participants in the Converging group mentioned that participating in case study discussions motivated them to learn. Another student (Con 20) said, “The process of trying to solve the problem in the case study was very interesting and pushed me to understand the concepts more thoroughly.” In addition, most of them agreed that they felt comfortable expressing themselves in mobile Facebook. One student (Con 11) said, “I was more willing to take part in discussions in mobile Facebook than in a face-to-face class. I felt less pressure to participate on mobile Facebook.”

**Diverging group: Learned from others and model cases.**

The discussions were available to all students, and most students in the Diverging group agreed that they learned from others’ ideas. One student (Div 16) mentioned that “I usually read others’ messages before I post because I wanted to be on the right track. Reading and sharing were the best ways for me to learn.” Another student (Div 31) stated, “The work we presented on mobile Facebook was open to everyone, so the positive competition forced me to improve my work. I liked to make my work better than others.” Moreover, most students in this group agreed that reading exemplary real-world e-commerce cases helped them to learn.

**Recommendations from the participants.**

There were several recommendations provided by the participants, related both to the features of mobile Facebook itself and to the nature of the learning activity implemented in the class. First, privacy was the main concern of the participants, across all learning styles. Most of them worried that their personal information would be exposed to fellow students they didn’t know very well. To address this concern, mobile Facebook should work on the safety issue and provide clear
information about related settings and changes to them. Distraction is another issue that the students worried about. The games, photos, films, and other social and recreational content on mobile Facebook certainly have the potential to distract them from learning and to waste a great deal of time. Participants also mentioned that mobile Facebook should enable users to sort their groups, since the interface can be overwhelming to navigate for people involved in too many groups on the site.

**Discussion**

In this study, we tried to find out how different learning styles might influence performance and attitudes in a situation where electronic commerce learning was being supported with a popular social networking tool—mobile Facebook. In our experimental class, the average learning scores of the Assimilating (83.76) group and the Diverging group (81.87) outpaced those of the Converging group (69.92) and the Accommodating group (66.83). This suggests that learning styles in the RO (Reflective Observation) dimension (that is, Assimilating and Diverging) benefited more than those in the AE (Active Experimentation) dimension (Accommodating and Converging). That means that the “watching” learning style showed better performance than the “doing” learning style. This result is somewhat inconsistent with prior research regarding science learning for elementary school students in a Web-based virtual science laboratory (Sun, Lin, & Yu, 2008), which concluded that students in the Accomodating group made the most significant achievements. On the other hand, the results in the present study were partially consistent with a study conducted by Çağkıroğlu (2014) that suggests that the Diverging style achieved the best average scores when learning computer programming in an online course. These differences may come from differences in utilized learning technologies because learning styles benefits from various online learning technologies and strategies (Çakıroğlu, 2014). The Web-based virtual science laboratory conducted by Sun et al. (2008) provides students with an environment to experiment and gain hands-on experiences that benefits Accomodators. Besides, the online learning system in Çağkıroğlu’s study (2014) provides an environment conducive to effective perception of concrete experiments (that is, computer language programming) that improve Divergers’ learning, in contrast to discussion forums in online social media, which foster observational modelling (Mbati, 2013) of abstract conceptualization and real-life cases regarding electronic commerce in mobile Facebook in the present study.

With regard to the “Facebook Use Questionnaire” results, participants in the Diverging and Assimilating groups felt more satisfied with observational modeling, self-efficacy, and habit strength toward mobile Facebook than did students in the Accomodating and Converging groups. These findings are consistent with the results of the interviews. Participants in the Diverging and the Assimilating groups remarked that mobile Facebook provides an environment in which they can benefit from observing real electronic commerce cases and other students’ contributions. Observational modelling facilitates higher self-efficacy beliefs in learning (Law & Hall, 2009) and
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habit strength as well as self-efficacy result in individual behaviours (Khang et al., 2014). For people in the RO (Reflective Observation) dimension, mobile Facebook provides an observational modelling environment facilitating self-efficacy beliefs and habit strength in learning utilizing mobile Facebook, enhancing their academic performance and giving them higher satisfaction.

Online social networking enables easier and more effective social support, collaborative information-sharing, content creation, and knowledge aggregation (Lee & McLoughlin 2008). In social learning which conducted from the social networking media environment, students learn from one another by observational learning (Zhou, Man, Chen, Wu, & Jin, 2014). Moreover, offering a learning environment that meets the needs of students’ learning styles increases their performance (Graf et al., 2010; Liegle & Janicki 2006; Lu et al., 2007). Participants in the Diverging group agreed that mobile Facebook provided an observational modelling environment well suited for students to learn from others’ work and real-life cases posted. The Diverging students learned best from observing concrete situations from different perspectives (Manochehr, 2006). Exemplary messages need to be provided especially to participants in the Assimilating groups, to help them reflect and synthesize various observations to generate new ideas (Hsu, 1999). Further decrease their anxiety around engaging in discussion on mobile Facebook. The findings are consistent with researchers’ (Arnold & Paulus, 2010; Mbati, 2013) conclusions that online social media are ideal for stimulating observational modelling in online learning. Moreover, Facebook facilitates students who are not active to increase their participation in learning activities (Meishar-Tal, Kurtz, & Pieterse, 2012). For students in the reflective observation dimension (Diverging and Assimilating), instructors could not only provide learning content and exemplary works, but encourage their involvement by designing micro-assignments that could be completed in a shorter time, tagging students in posts, setting up Facebook Events to invite their participation in class activities, enabling the function that allows students to follow Facebook group happenings, and clicking “Like” to others’ posts on the Wall.

More concrete experiments and chances to share should be provided for students in the Accommodating groups to improve their learning. They usually learn through problem solving by trial-and-error (Demirbas & Demirkan, 2007). Chances to solve problems should also be available for Converging groups to illustrate target knowledge. According to Smith and Kolb (1996), converging students are capable of solving problems and good in making decisions. They are also good at finding practical applications for theories (Hsu, 1999). For students in the active experimentation dimension (Accommodating and Converging), instructors should encourage students to solve the problems in the homework, share resources related to the course on the Wall, fulfill self-expression by creating multimedia content on their mobile devices and then uploading them to mobile Facebook.

From the perspective of educators, providing more course materials, such as related readings, video clips, and PowerPoint files, is also recommended to attract participants to learning in the mobile Facebook environment.
Facebook for mobile phones is a relatively new tool for instructional purposes. The unfamiliarity of this new technology may influence users’ willingness to use it. Having more time and experience with the new technology, however, may improve not only willingness but also students’ interactions with one another, becoming a virtuous circle. One limitation of this paper is that its focus is mainly on college students using mobile Facebook to learn electronic commerce. Similar studies could be conducted to examine the effects on different levels of learner or in different teaching strategies to link in the relationship between learning styles and the successful educational use of the online social networking tool mobile Facebook.
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